**MU 332 – Requested New Grove Citation Formats (CMS 17th ed.)**

**Bibliographic Citation of a Particular Article in the Print Edition:**


[“N–N” = the span of pages for the entire article.]

**Footnote References to a Particular Article in the Print Edition:**


2. Last Name, “Brief Title of the Article,” N. [= the “shortened” form]

[“N” = the specific page where your quoted/paraphrased information was located]

**Bibliographic Citation of a Particular Article in the Online Grove Music:**

Last Name, First Name of Article Author. “Title of Article.” Grove Music Online. Last modified OR Accessed date [put the Full Date]. URL for the particular article.

**Footnote Reference to a Particular Article in the Online Grove Music:**

1. Grove Music Online, s.v. “Title of Article,” by First Name Last Name of article author, last modified date OR accessed date [put the Full Date], URL for the particular article.

2. Grove, s.v. “Brief Title of Article,” by Last Name of article author. [= the “shortened” form]